
 

 

 

 

June 2021 

 

All of us at One-Way would like to express our great appreciation for your partnership through prayer, 

encouragement, and financial giving. We cannot do this alone. Thank you for standing with us. 

Rosebud Indian Reservation Mission 

The Rosebud mission trip had another unexpected twist at the end of last month when Les and Eva Olsen’s 

property was hit by a tornado and several strong storms in the week that followed. Les said they heard the 

“freight train” and hit the floor. There were no warnings and they were happy to survive with their lives. 

Daylight revealed the massive amounts of damage: three outbuildings were destroyed, their truck and tractor 

under rubble, house damage, and all kinds of debris and large metal sheets everywhere. Our one mission trip 

turned into two emergency recovery/construction trips. The first team served last week, and the second team 

headed out June 22
nd

. 
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Above: Calvary Chapel prays 

for some of the mission team 

members before they head 

out. 

Above center & right: 

outbuildings destroyed by the 

tornado. 

Center: first team amongst 

the wreckage. 

Center right: truck under 

rubble. 

Bottom: Before & After. 

Before--the tractor under 

remains of outbuilding. 

After--dug out and ready to 

go. 

 



While one group worked vigorously breaking down the destroyed outbuildings and clearing debris, a 

construction team was inside sheet rocking and finishing a bedroom.   

 

 

 

 

 

Of course, no One-Way mission trip is complete without food, fellowship, worship, and time in the Word. 

Current circumstances (Covid-19 and Tribal relations) prevented our team from going on the Reservation for 

outreach, so Les brought the people to his place. Each evening folks from St. Francis and Rosebud, SD joined 

the team for service/outreach and fellowship. 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Missions: 

Please continue to pray for the extensive prep and planning for the Midwest US Steelpan Evangelistic Mission 

(mid-July through mid-August) and the Belize, Central America Mission (September 9-20).  

Once again, thank you for standing with us. 

For all of us at One-Way, 

Jerry & Kathy Singh  


